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We develop a parabolic model and a flat-top model for high-density plasma discharges of oxygen
gases. These models are based on the equilibrium of a four-species (O2

+, O+, O−, and e) electroneg-
ative gas discharge. Such a discharge can consist of an electronegative core and electropositive edge
regions, but the electropositive regions become small for the highly electronegative plasma consid-
ered here. The approximation of a parabolic or a flat-top negative-ion profile results in algebraic
equations which can be solved numerically over a range of parameters. These models consist of the
energy and the particle balance equations. For a specified discharge length, absorbed power, and
pressure, as well as specified electron temperature-dependent reaction-rate coefficients and surface
recombination constants, we solve the energy and the particle balance equations to determine the
densities of all species and the electron temperature. The results for typical cases are compared
with the experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electronegative gases have been used in the micro-
electronics industry for plasma processing steps such
as thin-film etching and deposition. However, the gas
chemistry of electronegative discharges is pooly under-
stood. The presence of negative ions complicates the
discharge phenomena [1]. The number of equations gov-
erning the equilibrium is large, and numerical analysis
becomes complicated.

There have been many approaches to describe an elec-
tronegative plasma. Fluid models have been developed
for chlorine gas by Park and Economou [2] and by Som-
merer and Kushner [3]. Spatially averaged global models
have been developed for various regions of rf discharge
plasmas [1,4–8], and analytic equilibrium models have
been proposed and compared with experimental results
and other simulation results [9–12]. Only a few theoret-
ical analyses of high-density, low-pressure rf and pulsed
operation of electronegative discharges have been pub-
lished. Such analyses may give us a fundamental under-
standing of the governing precesses and thus help us to
design better reactors, to find suitable modulation peri-
ods, and to find various suitable operating parameters
[13,14]. The one-dimensional equilibrium model gives
much simpler equations than do simulation methods such
as the particle-in-cell (PIC) model [15] or fluid models
[2,3,16]. Moreover, the equations are so simple that the
relations between fundamental mechanisms and the re-
sulting plasma parameters become clear.

We are concerned with the equilibrium (steady-

state) charged-particle densities. The assumption of a
parabolic profile for the negative ions in the electroneg-
ative region reduces the problem to a set of coupled
algebraic equations from which rather straightforward
numerical results can be obtained. In this study, we
do not consider either heating mechanisms or sheaths.
The equilibrium discharge properties can be combined
with the heating and the sheath properties to obtain
a complete discharge model [17,18]. Such a complex
model does not have completely analytical equilibrium
solutions. The plasma is generally divided into two re-
gions, an electronegative (EN) core and an electroposi-
tive (EP) edge with a parabolic or a flat-top profile for
both the negative and the positive ions, and only half
of the plasma is considered because of symmetry. There
is also a sheath between the plasma and the external
wall or electrode, but we do not consider the details of
this region. The EN core consists primarily of positive
ions and negative ions, with a smaller component of elec-
trons. The density decreases from the center, and an
approximately ambipolar diffusion equation governs the
positive-ion diffusion.

Particle balances are written for all species of inter-
est. For the charged-particles, the appropriate ambipo-
lar diffusion rates in the presence of negative ions are
used to determine the positive-ion losses. The complete
set of equations is solved self-consistently to obtain the
concentrations of all species and the electron tempera-
ture. The power balance includes energy-loss channels
for electron-neutral collisions, dissociation, ionization,
dissociative attachment, and electron detachment. In
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Fig. 1. Density profiles for an electronegative plasma
with an electronegative core and an electropositive edge: (a)
parabolic model and (b) flat-top model.

addition, energy-loss processes for heavy-particle colli-
sions, such as ion-ion recombination, are included.

The purpose of this work is to calculate the electron
density ne, the negative-ion density n−, the positive-ion
densities (nO2

+ and nO+), and the atomic and the molec-
ular densities (nO2 and nO) of electronegative oxygen rf
discharges and to investigate the influence of operating
parameters (neutral gas pressure, applied power, system
size) on the species density. This paper is organized as
follows: In Section , a physical model and basic equa-
tions are presented. Section presents the results of cal-
culations and discussion, and Section presents the con-
clusions.

II. PHYSICAL MODEL

The use of an electronegative molecular gas greatly
complicates the analysis of the particle and the energy
balances in high-density, low-pressure discharges. The
discharge can stratify into an electronegative core region
surrounded by an electropositive halo region [9]. We con-
sider a cylindrical discharge geometry with a radius of
15.25 cm and a height of 3 cm. This low aspect ratio con-
tributes to a high plasma-production efficiency in that it
reduces the ratio of the plasma flux hitting the walls to
the plasma flux hitting the wafer. The basic assumptions
of the model are as follows: (1) The reactor geometry
is cylindrical, which is typical of high-density plasma
sources, one-dimensional spatial variations are included,
and a steady state is assumed. (2) For an electronega-
tive discharge, as shown in Fig. 2, the electron density
ne is assumed to be uniform throughout the discharge
except near the sheath edge. The negative-ion density
nO− is assumed to be parabolic, the positive-ion density
is ni = nO2

+ + nO+ = ne + nO− , with ni = ne = nis at
the sheath edge. (3) We neglect the energy losses for the
processes of dissociation, attachment, and detachment.
(4) We assume that only one type of negative-ion is gen-
erated. (5) The neutral gas temperature is assumed to
be 600 K.

The reaction set used for O2 is listed in Table ??.
The types of electron-neutral reactions included are ion-
ization, dissociation, excitation, dissociative excitation,
dissociative attachment, and electron detachment. We
did not include metastables for the oxygen discharge be-
cause metastables were found to be unimportant in con-
tributing to the total positive-ion density [1]. Molecular
oxygen is the feed gas into the system. On collision with
electrons, the molecules undergo electronic transitions to
form O2

+, O+, O−, and e.
We consider a four-species plasma (O2

+, O+, O−, and
e) in a pure oxygen discharge. The neutral gas pressure
is written as

p = NkBTg, (1)

whereN is the neutral gas (N = NO2+NO) density, kB is
the Boltzmann constant, and Tg is the gas temperature.
We only consider dominant generation and destruction
for oxygen atoms:

2kdissnenO2 = OlossnO , (2)

where Oloss = γrec
1
4
vthA
V is the oxygen atom loss rate to

the wall with vth =
(

8kBTg
πmO

) 1
2

being the thermal velocity
of neutral atoms, and γrec being the surface recombina-
tion rate. Equation (2) becomes

2kdiss(1−X)ne =
1
4
γrec

vth
L
X , (3)

where the fractional dissociation X is defined as nO
nO+nO2

,
and L is the system length. Equation (3) gives

X =
8neLkdiss

8neLkdiss + γrecvth
. (4)
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Table 1. Model reaction set for an oxygen plasma.

Reaction Rate Coefficients Units

Ionization 1 e+O → O+ + 2e kiz1 = 9× 10−15Te
0.7exp(− 13.6

Te
) m−3s−1

Ionization 2 e+O2 → O2
+ + 2e kiz2 = 9× 10−16T 2

e exp(− 12.6
Te

) m−3s−1

Recombination 1 O− +O+ → O2 +O krec1 = 2.5× 10−13
(

300
Tg

)0.5

m−3s−1

Recombination 2 O2
+ +O− → O2 +O krec2 = 1.5× 10−13

(
300
Tg

)0.5

m−3s−1

Dissociative Attachment e+O2 → O− +O katt = 8.8× 10−17exp(− 4.4
Te

) m−3s−1

Detachment e+O− → O + 2e kdet = 2× 10−13exp(− 5.5
Te

) m−3s−1

Dissociation e+O2 → 2O + e kdiss = 4.2× 10−15exp(− 5.6
Te

) m−3s−1

Wall Recombination O +O → O2 Oloss = γrec
1
4
vthA
V

s−1

Therefore, the oxygen gas density is:

nO2 = (1−X)N, (5)

nO = XN. (6)

1. Parabolic Model

Fig. 2. Density profiles from the parabolic model of the
oxygen discharge with four species at an input power of 200
W and a gas pressure of (a) 70 mTorr and (b) 100 mTorr.

From Ref. 10, assuming a parabolic distribution of the
negative ions and the positive ions in the electronegative
core region and a constant electron density ne0, we have

nO2
+(x) = nO2

+

(
1− x2

l2

)
+ nO2

+(l) , (7)

Fig. 3. Density profiles from the flat-top model of the
oxygen discharge with four species at an input power of 200
W and a gas pressure of (a) 170 mTorr and (b) 250 mTorr.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of model and experimental data for the
variation of the electron temperature with input power. The
+ signs indicate the calculated result for the experimental
setup, and the circles indicate the experimental data.

nO+(x) = nO+

(
1− x2

l2

)
+ nO+(l) , (8)

n−(x) = ne0α0

(
1− x2

l2

)
, (9)

Fig. 5. Total positive-ion density vs. pressure. The +
signs are the results calculated based on the conditions of
the experimental setup, and the circles are the experimental
data.

Fig. 6. The measured and calculated negative-ion density.
The experimental data are the averaged densities. The cal-
culations were performed at Te = 3 eV. The + signs are the
calculated results based on the conditions of the experimental
setup, and the circles are the experimental data.

where α0 is defined as n−0
ne0

and n−0 is the negative-ion
density at the center of the reactor. These profiles are
shown in Fig. 1.(a). The particle-balance equations for
the positive ions (O2

+ and O+) at the edge point of the
EN core (x = l) are

ΓO2
+(l)=

∫ l

0

kiz2nO2nedx−
∫ l

0

krec2nO2
+(x)n−(x)dx,(10)

ΓO+(l)=
∫ l

0

kiz1nOnedx−
∫ l

0

krec1nO+(x)n−(x)dx. (11)

The particle-balance equation for the negative ions is
written as∫ lp

0

kattnO2nedx =
∫ l

0

krec1nO+(x)n−(x)dx

+
∫ l

0

krec2nO2
+(x)n−(x)dx+

∫ l

0

kdetn−(x)nedx,(12)

where lp is the half-system length, kiz1, kiz2, katt, krec1,
krec2, and kdet are rate constants for O+ ionization, O2

+

ionization, attachment, O+ recombination, O2
+ recom-

bination, and detachment, respectively. Rewriting Eqs.
(10) and (11), we obtain the particle-balance equations
for the positive ions:

kiz2nenO2 l = krec2nO2
+α0ne

(
8
15

+
2
3
nO2

+(l)
nO2

+

)
l

+
2DaO2

+nO2
+

l
, (13)
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kiz1nenOl = krec1nO+α0ne

(
8
15

+
2
3
nO+(l)
nO+

)
l

+
2DaO+nO+

l
. (14)

Rewriting Eq. (12), we can write the negative-ion
particle-balance equation as

kattnenO2 lp = krec2nO2
+α0ne

(
8
15

+
2
3
nO2

+(l)
nO2

+

)
l

+krec1nO+α0ne

(
8
15

+
2
3
nO+(l)
nO+

)
l+

2
3
kdetα0ne

2l. (15)

From charge neutrality we have

nO2
+ + nO+ = α0ne . (16)

The ion-flux balance equation in the electropositive
edge region can be written as

2DaO2
+nO2

+

l
+kiz2nenO2(lp − l)=hlnO2

+(l)uBO2+,(17)

2DaO+nO+

l
+kiz1nenO(lp − l)=hlnO+(l)uBO+ , (18)

where DaO+ and DaO2
+ are the ambipolar diffusion co-

efficients for the O+ and the O2
+ ion over a parabola,

respectively, uBO+ and uBO2+ are the Bohm velocities of
the oxygen atom and the oxygen molecule respectively,
and hl = ns

ne0
with ns being the electron density at the

plasma edge. The hl factor is given at low pressures by
[10]

hl =

a+
(
uin
uB

)3

1 + a


1
3

,

uin =
2(DaO2

+nO2
+ +DaO+nO+)

l(nO2
+(l) + nO+(l))

, (19)

uB =
uBO2

+ + uBO+

2
,

where uin is the ion velocity leaving the electronegative
core region and a = 2

π
νiz2λ2+νiz1λ1
uB

O+ +uBO2
+

with νiz1 being equal

to kiz1nO, νiz2 being equal to kiz2nO2 , λ1 being the ion
mean-free path of O+, and λ2 being the ion mean free-
path of O2

+.
The energy-balance equation can be written as

Pabs = (kiz2εc2nenO2 + kiz1εc1nenO)V
+hl

(
nO2

+(l)uBO2
+ +nO+(l)uBO+

)
(εe+εi)A ,(20)

where A = 2πR2 + 2πRL (chamber sufrace area) and
V = πR2L (chamber volume). For charge neutrality, we
also have

nO2
+(l) + nO+(l) = ne . (21)

The collisional energy loss can be expressed as

Kiz2εc2 = Kiz2εiz2 +Kexc2εexc2 +Kel2εel2 ,

Kiz1εc1 = Kiz1εiz1 +Kexc1εexc1 +Kel1εel1 , (22)

where the εj terms are the threshold energies required for
the processes of ionization, excitation, and elastic colli-
sion. The energies of the escaping ions and electrons and
the plasma potential are

εi =
Te
2

+ Vs, εe = 2Te, Vs =
Te
2

ln
(
MO2

2πm

)
.(23)

We assume that the density profiles of the positive ions
in the electropositive edge region are

nO2
+(x) = n2

(
1− x2

l2
2

)
, (24)

nO+(x) = n1

(
1− x2

l1
2

)
. (25)

At x = lp (near the reactor wall), the positive-ion
(O2

+) flux balance is written as

ΓO2
+(x = lp) = −DaO2

+
nO2

+(x)
dx

∣∣∣
x=lp

= nO2
+(x = lp)uBO2

+ . (26)

Then, from Eqs. (24) and (26), we find

2DaO2
+
lp

l2
2 =

(
1− lp

2

l2
2

)
uBO2

+ . (27)

Similarly, for the O+ ions, we have

2DaO+
lp

l1
2 =

(
1− lp

2

l1
2

)
uBO+ . (28)

Thus, l1 and l2 can be obtained. From Eq. (24), the
positive-ion density at x = l (electronegative core length)
is written as

nO2
+(l) = n2

(
1− l2

l2
2

)
. (29)

Then, solving Eq. (29) for n2 gives

n2 =
nO2

+(l)(
1− l2

l22

) . (30)

Similarly, for the O+ ions, we have

n1 =
nO+(l)(
1− l2

l12

) . (31)

2. Flat-Top Model
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We assume a flat-top distribution of negative ions and
positive ions in the lp−d < x < lp region and a constant
electron density over the entire range (0 < x < lp) as

nO2
+(x)=nO2

+

(
1− (x−(lp−d))2

d2

)
+nO2

+(lp−d),(32)

nO+(x)=nO+

(
1− (x−(lp−d))2

d2

)
+nO+(lp−d) ,(33)

n−(x) = ne0α0

(
1− (x− (lp − d))2

d2

)
, (34)

where d is the width of the non-flat region; the profiles
are shown in Fig. 2(b).

In the region x < lp − d, profiles of the positive-ion
density and the negative-ion density are flat. Then, the
equations for the positive-ion particle balance are

kiz2nO2nelp = krec2nO2
+α0ne

(
lp −

7
15
d
)

+
2
3
krec2nO2

+(l)α0ne

(
lp−

1
3
d
)

+
2DaO2

+nO2
+

d
,(35)

kiz1nOnelp = krec1nO+α0ne

(
lp −

7
15
d
)

+
2
3
krec1nO+(l)α0ne

(
lp−

1
3
d
)

+
2DaO+nO+

d
. (36)

The particle-balance equation for negative ions can be
written as

kattnO2nelp = krec2nO2
+α0ne

(
lp −

7
15
d
)

+krec1nO+α0ne

(
lp−

7
15
d
)

+ kdetα0ne
2
(
lp−

1
3
d
)

+krec2α0nenO2
+(l)

(
lp−

1
3
d
)

+krec1α0nenO+(l)
(
lp−

1
3
d
)
. (37)

For the charge neutrality of the center of the EN core
region, we have

nO2
+ + nO+ = α0ne . (38)

The ion-flux balance equation in the region 0 < x < lp−d
can be written as

2DaO2
+nO2

+

lp − d
+ kiz2nenO2d = hlnO2

+(l)uBO2
+ , (39)

2DaO+nO+

lp − d
+ kiz1nenOd = hlnO+(l)uBO+ . (40)

The power-balance equation can be written as

Pabs = (kiz2nenO2εc2 + kiz1nenOεc1)V
+hl

(
nO2

+(l)uBO2
+nO+(l)uBO+

)
(εe+εi)A.(41)

Finally, for the charge neutrality at x = l, we have

nO2
+(l) + nO+(l) = ne . (42)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the parabolic and the flat-top model equa-
tions presented in Sec. , the spatial profile of the charged
species, the EN core length l (parabolic model), d (flat-
top model), and the electron temperature are calculated.
It is found that, over low (1 - 100 mTorr) and medium
(100 - 250 mTorr) pressures, the results of the models are
in agreement with the experimental results. The analytic
models developed here should adequately describe the
plasma equilibrium. The ultimate tests of both analytic
models are comparisons with experiments. In Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b) for pressures of 70 mTorr and 100 mTorr re-
spectively, we show the density profiles calculated for
the four species by using the parabolic model, Eqs. (5)
- (6) and Eqs. (13) - (21) with an input power of 200
W and a γrec of 0.1. These eight algebraic equations
of the parabolic model are solved numerically by using
the Gauss-Jordan elimination. The electronegative core
length is highly pressure dependent. In Figs. 4(a) and
4(b) for medium pressures of 170 mTorr and 250 mTorr
respectively, we show the density profiles calculated at an
input power of 200 W and a γrec of 0.1 by using the flat-
top model, Eqs. (5) - (6) and Eqs. (35) - (42). These eight
algebraic equations of the flat-top model are solved nu-
merically by the same method as above. As the pressure
increases, the electronegative core length and α0 also in-
crease, and the volume recombination loss mechanism
becomes more important. The profiles obtained by the
two models are compared well with other simulation re-
sults and experiments, giving reasonable agreement [16].

The behavior of the electron temperature as a func-
tion of the input power is shown in Fig. 5. Figure
5 indicates good agreement between the present anal-
ysis and the experimental data. The prediction of the
electron temperature being a weak function of power is
confirmed by the experimental measurements [19]. The
comparison between the experiment and the model shows
qualitative agreement. However, the agreement is not
quantitative. Figure 6 shows an acceptable agreement
between the experimental results which indicate a mono-
tonically decreasing positive-ion density [20] and the re-
sults of our model. Figure 7 shows the variation of the
negative-ion density as a function of the pressure. The
experimental results show a reasonable agreement with
our one-dimensional equilibrium model predictions [21].
The electron density is about 1017 − 1018 m−3, and the
negative-ion density about five to ten times higher. The
dominant negative-ion, O−, is produced by dissociative
attachment and pair production of O2 and is destroyed
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by ion-ion recombination and detachment at low pres-
sures. The competition between ion-ion recombination
and detachment explains the peak in the negative-ion
density. At low pressure (below 25 mTorr), the O−

balance is governed by dissociative attachment to O2

and ion-ion recombination. The densities of the nega-
tive ions and O+ increase with pressure. On the other
hand, recombination and detachment become dominant
at pressures above 25 mTorr, resulting in a decrease of
the negative-ion density. The competition between these
destruction processes results in a maximum density at
about 25 mTorr.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a parabolic and a flat-top model,
applicable to low and medium pressure (1 - 250 mTorr)
electronegative oxygen discharges, and the plasma profile
can be specified in both models. One-dimensional alge-
braic particle- and power-balance equations were written
for both neutral and charged species. The charged and
the neutral particle densities, together with the electron
temperature, were calculated with the rf power, the inlet
pressure, the reactor diameter, and the reactor length as
input discharge parameters. The results showed that the
dominant positive-ion is O2

+ rather than O+.
The dependences of the electron temperature and the

ion density on the power and the pressure were in quali-
tative agreement with experimental results. For a typical
oxygen discharge of p = 100 mTorr and Pabs = 200 W,
the result showed that the discharge was highly elec-
tronegative with a value of α0 = nO−/ne greater than 10
and that the fractional dissociation of oxygen molecules
( O
O2+O ) was less than 0.1. The present model can also be

applied in the highly dissociative region which is widely
used in the semiconductor industry.
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